
WRITING A GOOD THANK YOU LETTER TO DONORS

Woman holding a coffee mug with thank you written on it in chalk. the thank you letter has been the anchor for
expressing that gratitude to donors. esteemed researchers of philanthropy, says the best thank you letters are "donor-
centered.

Connecticut I really like the way you involve your audience in the discussion with numerous exercises and
activities. Begin with an innovative or creative sentence that charms the donor. The children are eager for the
new computers so that they can do their homework and communicate with friends and family. Download the
template compatible with Google Docs and Word Online , or read the text version below. For the last forty
years, research has shown that investing in women and girls has ripple effects through a community. Remind
them that they helped raise the money and they are a part of the community. A child who had trouble walking
by himself started doing so after only a few times on a horse. Fundraising Letter Sample Template â€” This
sample fundraising letter template offers examples of a specific method of asking for money, including
providing a quick psychological justification for a positive response. We'll share the stories of the extra-special
friends being helped by your generous gift, in coming editions of our regular newsletter and in Best Friends
Magazine. One or two might even show you what they can do with their new computers. What people,
animals, or plant life will that money be supporting? Also, include statistics:When applicable, use numbers to
show how your organization reached its goal, and how many people, animals, or plant life you will be able to
support with that money. One important piece of donor retention is writing donation thank you letters. Also,
even potential one-time givers during an emergency still expect a charity to send a thank you letter. Through
your donation we have been able to accomplish [goal] and continue working towards [purpose of
organization]. Your contribution means a lot to me and it really helped a great cause. Consider the kinds of
donors you have, such as first-time donors , consecutive-year donors, and monthly donors. Your contribution
meant that insert positive direct effect proportional to their donation â€” should be multiple sentences. The
simple act of writing a thoughtful donation thank you letter is one simple way to show that your organization
cares not only about your mission, but also about donors that make your work possible. Often I would write a
short note on all my letters, even though it took time, or I would cross out the Mr. Get specific about where
that money will go. Focus on thanking your donor, telling them they made a difference, and making them feel
like a hero for helping. We would be delighted to see you there. Even after sending tailored fundraising emails
, it is imperative to thank donors with just as much care and warmth. Also, only 61 percent of donors who
responded to a disaster fundraising appeal said they received a thank you letter. What a great idea! Charlie
Pitts Reply I am the president of a very small charitable foundation supporting a local Illinois Department of
Agriculture experimental farm through volunteers. You're helping give these grateful strays the time and
attention they need to heal, with state-of-the-art tests, lifesaving surgeries, gentle rehabilitation therapies and
more. Look for a donation receipt in your inbox along with more information about how your donation is
making a difference.


